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Large Deviations of Typical 
Linear Functionals on a Convex Body 
with Unconditional Basis 

Sergey G. Bobkov and Fedor L. Nazarov 

Abstract. We study large deviations of linear functionals on an isotropic con
vex set with unconditional basis. It is shown that suitably normalized f!l-balls 
play the role of extremal bodies. 

1. Introduction 

Let K be a convex body in R n with the properties: 
1) voln(K) = 1, where voln stands for the Lebesgue measure; 
2) given x E K, y E Rn such that IYjl :::; IXj l, for all j :::; n, we have Y E K ; 
3) the integrals 

do not depend on j :::; n. 
By the assumption 2), the set K is centrally symmetric, and moreover , the 

canonical basis in R n is unconditional for the norm associated to K. Under 2), 
the normalizing assumption 3) defines K as an isotropic body. This means, that 
linear functionals 

fe(x) = ejXl + ... + enxn , x E R n, 

parameterized by unit vectors e = (el , ... , en) have L2 (K)-norm equal to L K . 

Due to the hypotheses 1) - 3) on K, the quantity LK satisfies Cj :::; LK :::; C2, 

for some absolute constants Cl,C2 > 0 (cf. [2]) . Moreover, according to Borell's 
lemma ([4], Lemma 3.1), U(K)-norms of fe are at most Cp, for all p 2 1 and 
some numerical constant C. This can be written in terms of the Young function 
'lh (t) = e lt l - 1 and the corresponding Orlicz norm on K as one inequality 

Ilfell "'l :::; C j . 
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A natural general question in this direction (regarding of the unconditionality as
sumption) is how to determine whether or not, for some unit vector (), or moreover, 
for most of them, we have a stronger inequality 

(1.1 ) 

with respect to the Young function 'l/J2(t) = e1tl2 - 1. The inequality (1.1) is equiv
alent to the property that fe admits a gaussian bound on the distribution of tails, 

voln{x E K: Ife(x)1 2: t} :::; 2e- t2 / c , t 2: 0 

(with C proportional to C2 ). The study of this question was initiated by J. Bour
gain [3J who related it to the slicing problem in Convex Geometry. While for this 
problem it is important to know how to control sUPe life 11 "'2 as a quantity depend
ing on K , it turns out non-trivial to see in general whether the inequality (1.1) 
holds true for at least one vector () with a universal C2 (a question posed and 
propagandized over the years by V. D. Milman). Recently, G. Paouris studied the 
problem for several families of isotropic bodies including zonoids and those that 
are contained in the Euclidean ball of radius of order y'n. See [7J where one can 
also find further references and comments on the relationship to the slicing prob
lem. In [1], it is shown that, under the hypotheses 1) - 3), the inequality (1.1) 
holds always true for the main direction, that is, for the functional 

f(x) = Xl + ... + x n , X ERn. 
y'n 

In this paper we suggest another approach to this result which allows one to involve 
into consideration arbitrary linear functionals fe and thus to study their possible 
behavior on average. 

Theorem 1.1. For every vector () E R n , 

(1.2) 

Here, 11()lloo = maxj:5n I()jl · The inequality (1.2) may be applied to f itself 
which yields (1.1) with a dimension free constant. 

Up to an absolute factor, the right hand in (1.2) cannot be improved. This can 
b e shown on the example of the normalized £I-balls, see Proposition 2.1 below. On 
the other hand, the average value of 11()llooy'n with respect to the uniform measure 
an_ Ion the unit sphere sn-I is about J log n . Therefore, one cannot hope that 
(1.1) will hold for most of the unit vectors in the sense of an-I, SO other norms 
or rates for distribution tails have to be examined in order to describe the (worst) 
typical behavior of linear functionals on K . 

Theorem 1.2. There exist positive numerical constants CI , C2 and to with the fol
lowing property. For all () E sn-I except possibly for a set of an_I-measure at 
most n- C 1 , 

{ C t2 } voln{x E K: Ife(x)l2: t}:::; exp -l~gt ' (1.3) 
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Moreover, CI can be chosen arbitrarily large at the expense of suitable C2 and to. 

Thus, in the worst case, the tails of fe are "almost" Gaussian. In particular, 
for most unit vectors, we have a weakened version of (1.1), 

Ilfell ,;;" ::; Cco 

which is fulfilled for all a E [1 ,2) with respect to the Young functions 'ljJo,{t) 
e ltl " - 1 (with Co: depending on a, only) . 

Introduce the unit ball of the space ff, 

BI = {x E Rn : IXII + ... + IXnl ::; I} . 

It is known that the basic assumptions 1) - 3) imply a set inclusion K c CnB I , for 
some numerical C. This fact itself may inspire an idea that a number of essential 
properties of K could be inherited from the dilated f) -ball. One comparison claim 
of this kind is discussed in Section 3, where we also complete the proof of Theo
rems 1.1 and 1.2. The case of ff -ball has to be treated separately and is considered 
in Section 2. 

2. Linear functionals on £? ball 

Given a probability space (0, /k) and a Young function 'IjJ on the real line R (i.e., 
a convex, even function such that 'IjJ(0) = 0, 'IjJ(t) > 0 for t i- 0), one defines the 
corresponding Orlicz norm by 

Ilfll ,;; = IlfIIL",(fL) = inf { .\ > 0 : J 'IjJ(f /.\) d/k ::; I} , 

where f is an arbitrary measurable function on O. If 'IjJ(t) = ItlP (p ~ I), we arrive 
at the usual Lebesgue space norm II flip = IlfIILP(fL) ' It is well-known and easy to 

see that for 'IjJ = 'ljJ2, the Orlicz norm Ilfll ';;2 is equivalent to SUPp;:::l IIJrr. So, in 
order to get information on large deviations of f and, in particular, to bound its 
"p2 -norm, it suffices to study the rate of growth of LP-norms of f. 

We equip 0 = B 1 , the unit ball of the space ff, with the uniform distribution 
/kn . This probability measure has density 

d/kn(x) _ n! 1 () x E Rn . 
dx - 2n BI X , 

For any positive real numbers PI,." ,Pn, one has a well-known identity 

1 PI -I Pn- 1 _ f(pI) . .. f(pJ) 
Xl ... Xn dXI ... dXn - f( ) , 

Ll. n PI + ... + Pn + 1 

where the integration is performed over ~n = {X E R +. : Xl + ... + Xn ::; I}, the 
part of BI in the positive octant R +. = [0, +oo)n. Together with the polynomial 
formula, this identity implies that, for any positive even integer P = 2q, 

J If, (x)12q dll (x) = n! (2q)! '"' e2ql e2qn (2.1) 
e ,-n (n + 2q)! ~ I' .. n , 

ql +"' +qn=q 
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where the summation is performed over all non-negative integers ql, ... ,qn such 
that ql + ... + qn = q. One easily derives from this: 

Proposition 2.1. For every 0 E Rn, 

Cl 11011= < Ilf II < C2 11011= Vii - e £,p2 (/1,,) - Vii ' (2.2) 

where Cl and C2 are absolute positive constants. One can take Cl = ~, C2 = 2V2. 

In the sequel, we use notation C~ = k! (=~k) ! for usual binomial coefficients 
(where k = 0,1, ... m). 

Proof. From (2.1), setting a = Vii 11011=, and recalling that the sum therein con
tains C;,'+~_ l terms, we get 

J Ifel 2q d/.Ln < 
n!(2q)! 

(n + 2q)! 

n 

(n + q - I)! a 2q 

(n-1)!q! n q 

(n + 2q) ... (n + q) 

Therefore, by Taylor's expansion, for all IAI < 2~' 

J e()..nfo)2 d/.Ln = 1 + f A2!q J Ifel 2q d/.Ln 
q = l q 

= 1 
< 1 + ""' 4 q A 2q a 2q = . 
- ~ 1- 4A2 a 2 

q=l 

(2.3) 

The last expression is equal to 2 for A = 2~a' so nllfell£,p2(/1n) ~ 2v'2a. This 

gives the upper estimate in (2.2) with C2 = 2V2. 
For the lower estimate, we may assume OJ ;::: 0, for all j ~ n. It follows 

from (2.1) that all L 2q-norms 0 ----+ Ilfel12q as functions of 0 and therefore the 
function 0 ----+ Ilf811'<P2 are coordinatewise increasing on R+.. Consequently, Ilfell'<P2 ;::: 
IIOII=llhll'<P2 where hex) = Xl· To bound from below Ilhll'<P2' note that, given a 
random variable I; with 111;11 '<P2 = 1, we always have 2 = Eee ;::: ~ Ee q , so Eeq ~ 
2q! for all integers q;::: 1. Therefore, by homogeneity of the norm, Eeq ~ 2q! III;II!'; 
in general. Applying this to I; = hand q = n, and recalling (2.1), we find that 

II 11 2n 1 J If ()1 2n () 1 n! (2n)! 
h '<P2 ;::: 2n! 1 X d/.Ln X = 2n! (3n)! 

1 1 = > --:----,--
2 (2n + 1) ... (3n) - 2 (3n)n· 

Hence, Ilhll'<P2 ;::: vk· This yields the lower bound in (2.2) with Cl = 1jv'6. D 
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Now, we will try to sharpen the bound (2.3) on L 2q-norms. Given a vector 
() E sn-l, n::::: 2, put 

Cn (()) = 11()II =Vl n . ogn 

Thus, Cn (()) = .jl;g n for the main direction ()j = In. However, this quantity is of 
order 1 for a typical (), that is , when this vector is randomly selected with respect 
to the uniform distribution O"n-l on the unit sphere sn-l. 

Proposition 2.2. On (BI' J-tn), for all () E sn-l and every real p ::::: 1, 

n Ilfoli p ~ C max {..jP , Cn(())Vplogp } , (2.4) 

where C is an absolute constant. One can take C = 4.8. 

The inequality (2.4) implies the upper estimate of Proposition 2.1. Indeed, if 
p ~ n, we get 

n lifo lip ~ C max { ..jP, Cn(())vplogn } = C 11()II =VnP, 

where we also applied 1 ~ 11()ll ooVn (due to the normalization assumption I()I = 1). 
Thus, 

Ilfoli p ~ C ~oo..jP, 1 ~ p ~ n. 

The latter easily yields the right hand side of (2.2). 
Introduce the full homogeneous polynomial of degree q, 

ai' ... a~n , a ERn, (2.5) 

where the summation is performed over all non-negative integers ql, ... ,qn such 
that q] + ... + qn = q. According to the exact formula (2.1), we need a more 
accurate estimate on Pq(a) (with ai = ()?) in comparison with what was used for 
the proof of Proposition 2.1 on the basis of the trivial bound ai ~ Iiall oo . 

Lemma 2.3. For any q ::::: 1 integer and every a E R n such that L~= l lail = I, 

Pq(a) ~ (2e max { ~, Iiall oo } r 
Proof. We may assume ai ::::: O. First we drop the condition Ilalll = L~=l lail = 1 
but assume ai ~ ~, for all i ~ n. Then l.!a i ~ e2ai and, performing the summation 
in (2.5) over all integers qi ::::: 0, we get 

Pq(a) ~ L ai' ... a~n = (_ ) 1 (1 _ ) ~ e2J1a ll l . 
1 al.. . an 

qi2:0 
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Applying this estimate to the vector ta instead of a and assuming lIaliI = 1, we 
thus obtain that 

1 
whenever 0:::; t :::; 211a11 00 . 

Optimization over all admissible t leads to 

{ 
eqe)q, 

Pq(a) :::; q 1 
(21IaII 00 ) exp { Iiall oo } , 

if Iiall oo :::; i, 
if Iiall oo ~ i. 

It remains to apply exp{ lIaL} :::; eq in the second case Iiall oo ~ i· o 

Proof of Proposition 2.2. Applying Lemma 2.3 and (2.1) with ai = ()r, we obtain 
t hat , for every integer q ~ 1, 

II 11 2q n! (2q)! ( { 1 I })q 
fe 2q :::; (n + 2q)! 2e max q' Iial oo 

Using (n + 2q)! ~ n! n 2q and (2q)! :::; (2q)2q, we thus get 

nllfel12q :::; 2qV2emax{ ~ , v1falf:} 
= 2V2emax{y'q,qll()1I00}. (2.6) 

Now, starting from a real number p ~ 2, take the least integer q such that p :::; 2q. 
Then, q :::; p and 

n life lip :::; n Ilfel12q < 2V2e max{ y'q, q 1I()11 00} 

< 2V2e max{ Jp, p 11()11 00} 

2V2e max { Jp, Cn (()) p Jlo~n } . 
Assume p :::; n. The function lo~ x is decreasing in x ~ e, so lo~n :::; logP in case 

p ~ e. If 2:::; p :::; e, we have anyway lo~n :::; :~~~ logP. Thus, in the range 2:::; p :::; n, 

n ilfeilp :::; 2V2emax {Jp, 1.03Cn (()) VPlogp}. 

For p ~ n, this inequality is immediate since then 

n IIfeilp :::; n Ilfelloo = nll()lIoo :::; Cn (()) VPlogp. 

It remains to note that 2V2e 1.03 < 4.8 and that the case 1 :::; p :::; 2 follows from 
the estimate n Ilfeilp :::; n IIfel12 < v'2. Proposition 2.2 has been proved. 0 

Corollary 2.4. For all () E sn-l and every real p ~ 2, 

n life lip :::; 7max{1, Cn (())} VP log p. (2.7) 
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3. The general case 

Now, let us return to the general case of a body K in R n satisfying the basic 
properties 1) - 3). As we already mentioned, within the class of such bodies, a 
suitably normalized if-ball is the largest set. More precisely, we have 

KCV:=CnB I , 

for some universal constant C. As shown in [1], one may always take C = V6, and 
moreover C = I , if additionally K is symmetric under permutations of coordinates. 
Note that the sets K and V have similar volume radii of order Vii. Our nearest 
goal will be to sharpen this property in terms of distributions of certain increasing 
functionals with respect to the uniform distributions on these bodies which we 
denote by /-LK and /-Lv, respectively. 

Denote by Fn the family of all functions F on R n that are symmetric about 
coordinate axes and representable on R +. as 

F(x) = 7r([O, XIJ x ... X [O ,Xn]) , x E R~, (3.1) 

for some positive Borel measure 7r (finite on all compact subsets). If 7r is absolutely 
continuous, the second assumption on F is equivalent to the representation 

F(x) = lXI .. . lxn q(t) dt, x E R~, 

for some non-negative measurable function q. Of a special interest will be the 
functions of the form F(x) = IXIIPI .. · lxn lPn with PI , ... ,Pn ~ O. 

With these assumptions, we have: 

Proposition 3.1. If FE Fn, for all t ~ 0, 

/-LK{X E R n : F(x) ~ t} :::; /-Lv {x E R n : F(x) ~ t}, (3.2) 

where the constant C defining V may be taken to be V6 (and one may take C = 1 
in case K is symmetric under permutations of coordinates). In particular, 

(3.3) 

Proof. Consider 

u(nl "" , nn) = /-LK{X E K : IXII ~ nl , ··· , IXnl ~ nn} , <Xj ~ O. 

By the Brunn~Minkowski inequality and since K is symmetric about coordinate 
axes, the function u l jn is concave on the convex set K + = K n R +.. In addition, 
u(O) = 1. Without loss in generality, assume that u is continuously differentiable 

in K+. Note that a~~;)IQ=o = -VOln~I(Kj) , where K j are the sections of K by 

the coordinate hyperspaces {x E Rn : Xj = O}. As known (cf. ego [1]) , for every 
hyperspace H in R n , 

VOln~ 1 (K n H) ~ c 
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with c = ~. Moreover, for all coordinate hyperspaces, one has a sharper estimate 
VOln_ 1 (Kj ) 2: 1, provided that K is invariant under permutations of coordinates. 

Consequently, &~i;) 1"'=0 ::; - c. By concavity, partial derivatives of u l / n are coor

dinatewise non-increasing, so, for all points a in K+, 

aul /n(a) ::; aul /n(a) I = ~ au(a) I ::; -~ . 
aaj aaj ",=0 n aaj ",=0 n 

Thus, necessarily ul /n(a) - ul /n(O) ::; -~ (al + ... + an) , that is, 

( c(al + ... + an))n 
f.lK{l x ll 2: al," " IXnl 2: an}::; 1 - n (3.4) 

Note that on the complement R+. \ K+ the left hand side of (3.4) is zero, so this 
inequality extends automatically from K+ to the whole octant R+. . 

Now, it is useful to observe that, whenever al + ... + an ::; Cn, aj 2: 0, 

{I I I I } - voln{x E V: IXII2: al,·· ·, lxn l2: an} 
f.lv Xl 2: al, " " Xn 2: an - voln(V) 

voln ((Cn - al - ... an) B I ) 

voln(CnBI ) 

= (1 _ al + ;~ + an ) n 

Thus, (3.4) is exactly the desired inequality (3.2) with C = ~ for the characteristic 
function F",(x ) = 1{l x,1 2 "" , .. . ,lxnI2 "'n }' In the representation (3.1), this function 
corresponds to the measure 7r that assigns unit mass to the point a . To get (3.1) 
for all other F's, it remains to take into account an obvious fact that the functions 
F", form a collection of all extremal "points" for the cone Fn. Proposition 3.1 
follows. D 

As a basic example, we apply (3.3) to compare the absolute mixed moments 
of the measures f.lK and f.lv: for all PI , ··· ,Pn 2: 0 , 

J IXII P1 .. ·lxnlPn df.lK(X) ::; J IXII P1 .. ·lxnlPn df.lv(x). (3 .5) 

As in case of the f.r unit ball B I , such moments are involved through the polynomial 
formula in the representation 

J ()2q, ()2qn J If, 12q - ( )' ~ I ... n 2q, 2qn () 
() df.l- 2q · ~(2ql)! ... (2qd! Xl ",Xn df.l x , 

where q is a natural number, and where f.l may be an arbitrary probability measure 
on Rn symmetric about the coordinate axes (as before, the summation performed 
over all non-negative integers ql, .. . , qn such that ql + ... + qn = q). In view of 
(3.5), we thus get: 
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Corollary 3.2. For every 0 E Rn, and for all integers q 2: 0, 

J Ifel 2q dJ-tK :::: J Ifel 2q dJ.Lv. 

11 

(3.6) 

To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, it remains to note that, with Taylor 's 
expansion for e(>.·fe)2, (3.6) readily implies an analogous inequality for ~2-norm, 

IlfeIILV>2(ILK) :::: IlfeIILV>2(ILV)' 
Since V = CnE l , the right hand side in terms of the uniform measure J-tn on El 
is just Cn IlfeIIL"'2(lLn)' Thus, by Proposition 2.1 , 

IlfeIILV>2(ILK) :::: 2V2 C 11011 00Vn. 

The constant 2V2 C does not exceed 4V3, as it is claimed in (1.2), and does not 
exceed 2V2 in case K is symmetric under permutations of the coordinates. This 
proves Theorem 1.1. 0 

Now, combining (3 .6) with the moment estimate (2.6) on E l , we obtain 

IlfeIIL2q (ILK) :::: 2C5emax{Jq, qIIOlloo}. 
Moreover, with the same argument leading from (2.6) to (2 .7) in the proof of 
Proposition of 2.2, the above estimate implies a precise anologue of Corollary 2.4, 
i.e., the inequality 

IlfeIILP(ILK) :::: 7Cmax{I,Cn (0)}VPlogp, (3.7) 

which holds true for every real p 2: 2 and for all 0 E sn-l with Cn(O) = 
1101100 J lo~ n' Also recall that we may take C = V6. To reach the statement of 

Theorem 1.2, one needs to transform (3.7) into an appropriate deviation inequal
ity. 

Lemma 3.3. Given a measurable function ~ on some probability space (0, P), as
sume that its LP -norms satisfy, for all p 2: 2 and some constant A 2: 1/2, 

(3.8) 

Then, for all t 2: 2Ae, 

P{I~I 2: t} :::: exp {- A2 t
2
1 } . 

8 e ogt 
(3.9) 

Proof. Put 'T} = e and write the assumption (3.8) as J'T}qdP :::: (Eqlog(2q))q, 
q 2: 1, where E = 2A2. Hence, by Chebyshev's inequality, for any x> 0, 

P{'T} 2: x}:::: x- q J 'T}q dP:::: (Eql~g(2q)) q 
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Apply it to q of the form 10gCC~x)' e> 0, to get 

P{ > x} < Be log(cx) ( 
log ~) lo;(~x) 

TJ - - log(ex) 

Assume ex ;::::: e . Since the function 10: z increases in z ;::::: e, the requirement q ;::::: 1 is 

fulfilled and, in addition, log lo~(~x ) :::; 10g(2ex) :::; 2log(ex). Thus, we may simplify 

the above estimate as P{ TJ ;::::: x} :::; (2Be) lo;(~x) . Choosing e = 21e' we obtain that 

P {TJ ;::::: x} :::; exp { - 10;(:X) }, provided that x;::::: 2B e2 . 

Equivalently, replacing x with t 2 , P{I~I ;::::: t} :::; exp{-10gct:t2 )}, for all t;::::: 2Ae. 

Since e = 412 e :::; 1, we have log(ee) :::; 10g(t2 ) , so 

P{I~I ;::::: t} :::; exp { - 2~~:t}' t;::::: 2Ae, 

which is the desired inequality (3.9) . 0 

Proof of Theorem 1.2. According to (3.7), for any BE sn-l, the linear functional 
~ = fe on (0, P) = (K, J-tK) satisfies the assumption of Lemma 3.3 with constant 
A(B) = 7V6max{1 , Cn(B)}. As a function of B, this constant has relatively small 
deviations with respect to the uniform measure (in -l on the sphere sn-l. Indeed, 
consider the function g(B) = maxj:5n IBjl. Since it has Lipschitz seminorm 1, by a 
concentration inequality on the sphere (cf. e.g. [6], [5]) , for all h > 0, 

(i _ {g > m + h} < e-nh2 / 2 n 1 _ _ , (3 .10) 

where m is (in_l-meadian for g. As is known, the median does not exceed o:Jlo~ n, 
for some numerical 0: > 0. Taking h proportional to m in (3.10) , we obtain that 

(in - l{g ;::::: j3Jlo~n} :::; n- C{3-Q)2 / 2 , for every 13 > 0:. Equivalently, in terms of 

Cn(B) , (in-dCn(B);::::: j3} :::; n - C{3-Q)2/2 , so, 

1 
(in-dA(B) ;::::: 7V6j3} :::; n({3-Q )2 / 2' 

Thus, starting with a constant el > 0, take 13 > 0: such that (13 - 0:)2/2 = el. 
Then, with A = 7V6j3, we get, by Lemma 3.3, 

J-tK{lfel ;::::: t} :::; exp { - 8A2!2l0gt }, t;::::: to = 2Ae. 

This inequality holds true for all B in sn-l except for a set on the sphere of measure 
at most n - C1 . 0 
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